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PSD500
Low fumed product for heavy duty degreasing.  Suitable for dip tanks,
rope-grease, bearings, chains, and for cleaning of the transformer
oils Safe to use on aluminum.

HAND PASTE BIO

Superior hand paste cleaner for any type of oils and grease.  Almond
fragrance.

HYDROSAN BOOT WASH

This is a clear, food grade solution used for cleaning footwear in food
prep areas.  SABS 1615, 1853, 1828

FORCE DEGREASER

Medium duty all purpose hard surface cleaner.  Easily removes fat
and oil.  SABS 1344 & 1828

HAND CLEANING GEL

Hand cleaner gel containing lanolin oil.  No fragrance.

BIO D EXTRA

Environmentally friendly degreaser used for general oil cleaning.
Medium Duty.

HAND GRIT PINK

Waterless hand cleaner with grit.  No fragrance.

HANDS ON HAND CLEANER

Orange industrial hand cleaner for use in automotive, engineering
and most other industrial applications.  Has microbeads.

ALUBRIGHT

Acid based aluminum cleaner and brightener.  Can also be used to
clean coils.

HAND GRIT POLY

Hand cleaner gel with polymer beads, lemon fragrance. Rinse with
water.

GREASE TRAP CLEANER

Hydrosan, this is a pleasantly fragranced preparation used for Fog
control in grease/fat traps, or slow moving drains.
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WASHBAY & CAR CARE

WASH & WAX
Concentrated detergent for  vehicles with wax.

TAR REMOVER
Solvent tar and bitchhuman remover.  Spray and wipe off.

TYRE DRESS
High shine tyre dressing. Suitable for plastic, rubber, etc.

Apply with sponge.

G-CIDE AIRCON SPRAY
Long lasting perfume, has odor masking properties.  Kills

germs on contact.

DASH GLO
Dash shine, pleasantly fragrance dashboard rejuvenator.   Use

neat.

SILICONE OP 2 - TYRE DRESS
Tyre & bumper rejuvenator, brings the colour back.  Apply with

sponge.

NEUTRICAB
High foaming neutral vehicle wash which will not damage any

painted surfaces.

FLEET WASH
High concentrate detergent for truck washing. Streak free.

Use in a high pressure washer.


